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Solution to the Hashing Problem for Code Length 3 
DEBASlS !V[ ITRA 
Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray Hill, New Jersey 
In the hashing procedure that is considered here each name in a long list 
of names is associated with a hash code which is a permutation f the triplet 
(1, 2, 3). The code denotes an ordering of preferences of locations for storing 
the name; the ith element of the code denotes the ith most preferred location. 
In each sample three names are picked at random from the list; the names are 
then stored in a collection of three numbered locations. The policy for storing 
is based on the respective codes, i.e., at any stage a name is stored in the most 
preferred of the empty locations. For each sample the number of excess pokes 
is defined to be the number of searched-but-occupied locations. The solution 
given in the paper is to the problem of obtaining all probability distributions 
of codes which minimize the expected number of excess pokes. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The paper presents the solution to the "hashing problem" of finding the 
probability distributions of codes of length 3 that minimize the expected 
number of "excess pokes." 
The problem is as follows. A table is a long list of names together with an 
association of every name with a code which is a permutation of the triplet 
(1, 2, 3). The code denotes an ordering of preferences of locations for storing 
the name; the ith element of the code denotes the/th most preferred location. 
In each sample three names (with their associated codes) are picked at random 
from the list; the names are then stored in a collection of three numbered 
locations which are inkially empty. The policy for storing is based on the 
respective codes, i.e., at any stage, a name is stored in the most preferred of 
the empty locations. For each sample the number of excess pokes is defined as 
the number of searched-but-occupied locations. For example, if the names 
xi l ,  xi~, x~ are picked in that order and the associated codes are (1, 2, 3), 
(2, 1, 3), (1, 2, 3), respectively, then the number of excess pokes is 2; xq and 
x% are stored in locations 1and 2, respectively, with no excess pokes involved, 
but xq is stored in location 3 and that involves two excess pokes. The problem 
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is to find all the probability distributions of the six codes which minimize 
the expected number of excess pokes. 
The:problem is a special case of the general hashing problem which 
concerns codes of arbitrary length. The practical significance of optimal 
hashing is sufficiently well known to render unnecessary a long discussion 
here; it will suffice to state that hashing is undertaken i every general purpose 
computer and certain special purpose computers d0!ittle lse. The interest 
in the problem is not due solely to computer applications; it is of interest 
whenever relatively small numbers of named items, picked at random from a 
long list, are stored and retrieved repeatedly. 3 is the smallest code length 
for which the problem is nontrivial. It was widely conjectured that the mini- 
mum expected value of excess pokes is attained when the probabilities of the 
codes are equal. The problem came to attract general interest in part because it
defied rather widespread efforts of both an analytical and a computational 
nature in spite of its apparent simplicity. Direct computational efforts are 
naturally abortive because, as our results attest, the minima of the functional 
to be minimized are not denumerable. The features of the functional which 
contribute to make the analytical problem both interesting and difficult are 
its gross nonlinearity, lack of convexity, nonuniqueness of the stationary 
points, and also in that the constraints arising from the probabilities are in the 
form of inequalities. It is hoped that the main result of this paper, and perhaps 
certain ideas such as that of an interesting collection of equivalence classes 
introduced here, will be of help in the investigation of the general problem, 
even though the techniques used thoroughly exploit the peculiarities of the 
special case. 
2. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATION 
It is clear that 
0 ~< number of excess pokes ~ 3. 
Thus if we denote by C the "cost" or the expected number of excess pokes 
and by P~ the probability of i excess pokes, 
C = P1 + 2P2 + 3P3. (I) 
An alternative expression for C which is more convenient for our purposes i  
c = 2 - 21"o - P~ + P~.  (2) 
• . 3 
Equation (2) follows from (1) and the identity ~i~0 Pi = 1. 
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There are six basic variables, namely, {PiJT~} where 
p.~ & Pr{code ---- (4 j, k)}. (3) 
There is a natural interest in the following probabilities: 
ei zx Pr{lst digit of code = i}, 
f ;  ~ Pr{2nd digit of code = i}, (4) 
g~ ~ Pr{3rd digit of code = i} 
for i = 1, 2, 3. For example, e~ = p~3 -}- p l~.  While it is possible to denote 
{ei}, {f~}, {g~} in terms of {pi~e}, the converse is not true--the matrix represen- 
tation of the transformation is not of full rank. 
The choice of variables for representing C is a crucial one. As already 
stated, the nine variables {ei}, {f~}, {g~} are incomplete and the use of the six 
basic variables {pije} leads to rather clumsy expressions and on other grounds 
is ill-suited to the problem. Our choice of variables is explained below. There 
exist two equivalence classes of cyclic variables where p~e ~.~p~,~,~, iff there 
exists a cyclic permutation ~r such that ~r(i,j, k) = (i',j', k'). The two classes 
are {Pr, a , P~al , P~I2} and {p~az, Pz~a ,Pml}. Our choice of variables is e~ , ez , 
e3, P123, P231, P~12 ; completeness i obvious. 
For notational convenience, we define 
(rl ~ P le3 ,  % ~-  P231,  
/'1 ~ P1~2, /'2 = P~18, 
0"3 = P312 ; (5) 
= P~21" (6) 
The expression for C in terms of the above variables is derived in Appendix A. 
It  will suffice to state the important expressions 
Po = 6ele2e~, (7) 
P1 = 3ele2f~ -{- 3e~eaf~ + 3e3e~f2, (8) 
Pa = et[P123ga + Pts~g2] + e2[P~13g~ + P~31gt] + es[p81~g~ + P~mg~], (9) 
C(el , e2 , e3 , ~1, or2,0.~) = 2 - -  12e le2e  3 - -  3(e12e2 + e22ea + e3Zel) 
3 3 
+ ~ ei 3 + ~ 2eic~ z 
i=l g=l 
+ el[--2el ~ + 4ele~ - -  3ele ~ + e2 2] 
+ ~2[--2e2 2 + 4e2e3 - -  3e2e 1+ ez 2] 
+ e3[--2e3 2 + 4e~el - -  3eae 2 + el 2] 
- **~(e~ + e~) - -  %.~(e~ + e~) - -  %0.1(e~ + e0. 
(lO) 
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Two basic properties of the above function will be noted. 
(i) Cyclic invariance: 
C(e,  , e~ , es, a l ,  %,  %) = C(e~ , ea , e1 ,%,  %,  %) 
= C(e~,e l ,e=,%,%,  %). (11) 
(ii) a - - / ,  duality invariance: 
C(e l ,  e~, ca, ax ,  a2, aa) -~ C(e l ,  ca, e2, el - -  a l ,  es -  %,  e~ - -  %). (12) 
The second relation holds for the following reasons. The cost is invariant 
under all permutations zr of 1, 2, 3, i.e., C({pi jk})  = C({p~(i)~O),(k)}). Con- 
sider one of the noncydic permutations, for instance, ~r(1, 2, 3) = (1, 3, 2). 
Then 
C(el , e2 , e~ , a l  , a~ , aa)  = C(e l  , e~ , e2 , ~ , ~s  , ~0. 
Since tzi - -  e i - -  a i ,  (12) follows. 
The variables in (10) are probabilities, and hence the following constraints 
exist: 
3 
e i = 1 and 0 ~ a i ~ ei for i = 1, 2, 3. (13) 
The problem is to minimize C given in (10) for the above constraints and to 
characterize completely the set at which the minimum value of C is attained. 
3. RESULTS 
The theorem given below summarizes the resuks of the paper on the 
variational properties of polynomials of degree 3. It  is used in a number of 
occasions in the paper and some of the arguments used in the proof are also 
later employed in modified forms. The interesting variational properties of 
polynomials of degree 3 in 1 indeterminate are generalized to the case of n 
indeterminates. 
Two standard definitions [1] are given first. 
DEFINITION. Strong relative minimum (s.r.m.): A function C(x),  x e ~n, is 
said to have a strong relative minimum at ~ if there exists an e, ~ > 0, such 
that for all x, 0 < Ix --  ~ I < e, C(x)  > C(~). 
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DEFINITION. Weak relative minimum (w.r.m.): A function C(x), x E ff~n, 
is said to have a weak relative minimum at 2 if it does not have a s.r.m, at ~, 
but there exists an e, ~ >0,  such that for all x, 0 < lx - -x l  <~,  
C(x) >~ C(~). 
The definitions are extended in the obvious way to relative minima in a 
set Y. 
THEOREM 1. Let C(x) be a real polynomial of degree 3 in n real variables 
{xi}; x =(x  1,x~ ..... x~)~N~. Let Y be a hyperplane in ~,  i.e., Y= 
{x I Ax  ~ b}, where A is a matrix and b is a vector. Let X be a closed set in An. 
(1) There exists at most one s.r.m, in Y. I f  there exists a s.r.m, then there 
does not exist any w.r.m, in Y. 
Also, i f  C(x) ~ C(~rx), where ~r is any invertible linear map and ATr ~ A,  then 
[.~ is a s.r.m, in Y ~ ~ = 7rYe]. 
(ii) I f  there exists a w.r.m, in X C~ Y then the value of the function at the 
w.r.m, is also attained at the boundary of X c~ Y. 
(iii) The absolute minimum of C(x) in X r3 Y is attained either at the 
s.r.m., i f  one exists, or at the boundary of X f~ Y. 
Proof. (i) Suppose ~ is a s.r.m, in Y. Let hi z~ x~ -- xi. I f  x ~ Y then 
AA = A(x --  ~) -~ O. Let g(A) =& C(~ + ~); collecting homogeneous poly- 
nomials yields 
g(A) = ~(A) + 9(a) + 7(A) + c, 
where ~b, 9, ~' are homogeneous polynomials of degree 3, 2, and 1, respectively, 
and c is a constant. In the following k is a real number: 
g~(k) ~ g(kA) = k3~b(;~) + k29(Z) + k),(A) + c. (14) 
For every given A such that AA = 0, consider ga(k) as a function of k. Obvi- 
ously A(kA) ~- O. From the hypothesis there exists a s.r.m, ofg~(k) at k = 0. 
However, a cubic equation, such as (14), in one variable, namely k, has no 
other relative minima. This follows for the following reasons. Suppose 
4J(Z) > 0; then as k--,- 0% ga(k)-+ oo and as h--~ --o% ga(k)-+ --oo. As 
there are at most two stationary points and one is a s.r.m, at k = 0, the other 
is clearly not a relative minimum. If  6(~) < 0, a similar argument holds. 
I f  ~b(Z) = 0, ga(k) has at most one stationary point, namely, the one at k = 0. 
Finally, if there exists another elative minimum in Y, say 37, let ?t = 3~ -- 
and a contradiction follows immediately. The remainder of the statement 
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follows from the uniqueness that has already been established and, since 7r is 
linear and invertible, "~ is a s.r.m." implies "~r£ is a s.r.m."; furthermore, 
~Y .  
(ii) Suppose 2 is a w.r.m., £ ~ Y (~ X. Let h and g~(k) be defined as 
in (i). Also, from the definition of a w.r.m, there exists a direction A such that 
and 
dg~(k)dk ~=o = 0 
d2¢ (k~ 
dk 2 k=0 
Thus 9,(h) = 0 and q0(h) = 0; hence ga(k) = k~(h) + c. But if ¢(A) @ 0, 
at k = 0 there exists a saddlepoint which is not a w.r.m. Therefore ga(k) = c 
and the value of the function at the w.r.m., namely c, is also attained at the 
intersection of the linear subspace spanned by A and the boundary of the 
constraint set. 
(iii) The proof of the statement follows immediately from (i) and (ii). 
LEMMA ]. Let H(e) A {32C[~a, Oaj}. 
(i) If[e, = ½ Vi], then H(e) ~ 0t; if [e, = ½ Vi] is false then H(e) ~ O. 
(if) I f  [ei = ½ Vi], C >~ 4/3 and C = 4 /3  i f f  "z = '~  = '~. .  If 
[e~ = ½ Vi] is false, C is not minimized in the interior of the set, 0 ~ ~, ~ ei , 
i = l, 2, 3, i.e., the minimum value of C is attained when for some j, ~ = 0 
or cra = e~. 
Proof. (i) [H(e)],¢ =4e,  and [H(e)] o. =- - (e ,+e~)  if i4= j .  I f  
[ei = ½ Vi], then H(e) is weakly column-sum dominant; hence, in this 
3 case, H(e) >/O. ~i.~=t [H(e)]i~ = 0; hence H(e) is never positive definite and 
the minimum eigenvalue of H(e) is nonpositive. 
It  only remains to show that if [e i = ½ Vi] is false then the smallest eigen- 
value is nonzero. We shall demonstrate hat if [e i = ½ Vii is false then 
(a) det H(e) = 0 iff for some j, ej = 1. 
Also, 
(b) if for some j, e~ = 1, then H(e) ~d~ O. 
1 If A is a symmetr ic  matrix, A > 0 iff all the eigenvalues of A are non-negative. 
A ;~ 0 iff at least one eigenvalue is negative. 
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Some straightforward algebraic manipulations yield 
det H(e) = 54ele2e ~-- 6(ele 2-]- e2e 3+ e~el). 
Without loss of generality assume e~ > e 1 , e 2 so that from the hypothesis, 
e~>½:  
--~ det H(e) = ez(e 1 + e2) --  ele2(9ez --  1) 
e3(e 1 q -  e2) - -  -~ (e 1 q- e2)Z(9e3 - -  1) 
= (1 -- ea)(e s --  ~ (1 --  ea)(9e3 --  1)) 
= -~ (1 - e~)(e~ - ½)2 >t 0 
= 0 i f f  e 8 = I .  
Hence (a) is proven and (b) follows trivially. 
(ii) I f  [ei ---- ½ Vi], 
= ~ + ~i 2 - (~1~ + ~ + ~a~l) 
i=1 
42[3  2 I (Z  )2] 
4211(  )2 1 (  )2] ~ -~ ~ ~ a~ -- ~ a~ with equality holding iff a 1 = a 2 = a s 
4 
=3"  
For fixed {el}, C may be viewed as a polynomial in {el}. In (i) it has been 
established that no relative minima exist if [el = ½ Vii is false and hence, 
from Theorem 1, the absolute minimum must occur at the boundary. The 
proof is complete. 
Remark. ~.~.~ Hij(e ) = 0; hence there does not exist any s.r.m, of the 
polynomial in {hi). Part of the above lemma follows trivially from this obser- 
vation and statement (iii) of Theorem 1. The additional result is in the 
complete characterization f the set of w.r.m, of the polynomial in 
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Proof. Say 
C( i i ,  5i) <~ C(e i ,  ei) V(ei, ai) ~ 0 ~< ai ~< ei, ~, ei = 1. 
(a) [el = ½ Vii. The statement of the lemma is dearly true since the 
minimum is attained when ai = 0, i = 1, 2, 3 and ai = ½, i = 1, 2, 3. 
(b) [ei----½Vi] is false• Then by Lemma 1, for some j, 5 j=0 or 
~3" = gJ • Say 5~ = 0. From the cyclic invariance property of C it follows that 
there exist points on the el = 0, i = 1, 2, 3, planes at which the minimum is 
attained. From the ~- - ix  duality invariance property it follows that the 
minimum values are attained on the remaining three planes. A similar 
argument holds if 5j ---- ~.. 
This lemma establishes that it is sufficient o consider any one of the six 
primary boundaries; the ei = 0 plane will be the only one considered in the 
sequel. For notational simplicity C(e 1 , e~ , e~ , 0, a s , ~3) will be denoted 
by C(o-  1 = 0) .  
In Lemma 3 which follows, Y denotes the subspace corresponding to the 
• 3 
relatmn ~i=l  ei = 1, in the same sense as Y is defined by the relation Ax = b 
in the statement of Theorem 1. 
LEMMA 3. C(e 1 = 0) possesses a s.r.m, in Y at e i = ~, i = 1, 2, 3, and 
~ = ~a----- 0. 
Proof. Let h i ~= ei - -  ½, i = 1, 2, 3 ; 
h4 & a2, h5 & ~3. 
3 
The characterization of Y thus translates to ~i=i Ai = 0. Some elementary 
algebraic manipulations summarized in Appendix 2 yield 
g(h) ~ C(~ ----- 0) = ~ -k ~b(h) -k ep(h), 
where ~b(h) and ~o(,~) are homogeneous polynomials of degree 3 and 2, respec- 
tively. Furthermore, as shown in Appendix 3, for all h such that ~21=x hi -= 0, 
~0(h) ~> 0 (15) 
=0 iff h i - - -0¥ i .  
Now, 
ga(k) A g(kh) = ~- + k3~b(h) -t- k~o(h). (16) 
For every fixed nontrivial A, k ~- 0 is a s.r.m, ofga(k) and the lemma is proven. 
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On the basis of Theorem 1 it now remains to consider the boundaries of 
the a 1 = 0 plane, namely, 
0" 1 = 0, } i = 2, 3 (17) 
(~i ~-  e i  
(~i = 0, i = 2, 3. (18) 
It will first be shown that it is sufficient o consider only the boundaries 
stated in (17), i.e., it is unnecessary to consider the boundaries stated in (18) 
in isolation. Specifically, in the notation employed in the proof of Lemma 3, 
the minimum is attained when 
~ i=0,  i=2 ,3  and ;~i=0, i=1 ,2 ,3  (19) 
or at the minimum 
]~1 = 1 or O'j =~j+ ½ for j = 2 or 3. (20) 
Suppose the assertion is false. Let the minimum be attained at/~t, where ~ is 
the direction and h the scaling factor. Since k~ and (--k)~ cannot both satisfy 
the constraints of the problem we may assume without loss of generality 
that k > 0. From the hypothesis, 
(i) /~t 1 > --x,l" (ii) 1~5 s < k~ q- 3, J = 2, 3; 
(iii) /~#s >/0, j = 2, 3; (21) 
and 
(i) 
and, from (22), 
~---~gx(h) k=~ < O. (22) 
Equation (22) with the strict inequality replaced by the weak inequality is 
merely a necessary condition for a boundary point to be the absolute mini- 
mum; the strict inequality isjustified by (15) and (16) since when the equality 
holds the hypothesis, in particular that (19) is false, is violated. 
But then there exists k" >/~ such that 
k,~l >/ --~,1" (ii) k'Sj ~< k'~. q- 1 ~, j= 2,3; 
(iii) k's; >~ o, j = 2, 3; (21') 
g~(k') < g';~(/~). (23) 
In fact the only constraints in the choice of k' arises from (i) and (ii) of (21'). 
The assertion is proved. 
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Consider the boundaries tated in (17): 
~z- g~ = 0 and = 
o2 e 2 as e8 
The following lemma considers the boundaries given in (17) expressed in 
the above form. 
LEMMA 4. I f  for some i, e, = 0 or f ,  = 0 or g, ~ O, then 
4 
c 
Proof. (i) Say e 1 = 0. Then P0 = 6ele2e3 = 0, and 
C = 2 - - / '1  + P~ ; (24) 
P1 = 3e~e~fl ~ 3e~ez <~ ~(e~ + es) ~ = ~, 
Pz = e~[p~13 + P~81(P~31 + P821)1 + ez[P~2 -+- P32~(P3~l + P~3~)1 
/>½[s ince%+e 3= 1]. 
Therefore, from (24), C > 3. 
(ii) Say g3 = 0. The following natural expression for C is easily 
obtained: 
C(g 3 = 0) = 2 - -  3ele~e ~ - -  3(e1% + e2e 8+ e~el) + 2e3(e~g~ + e~g~) 
+ e~2g., + e~g~ + e3(g~ + g22). (25) 
The constraints are 
e~/>0;  ~e~---- 1; ~g,~ = 1; e~<~g~<~e2+ez.  (26) 
C(gz = 0) is invariant under the following permutation of subscripts: 
(1, 2, 3) --~ (2, 1, 3). There are two consequences of this symmetry which 
simplify the problem considerably: 
(a) of the two boundaries implied by (26), it is sufficient to consider 
only one, for instance, {gl = % + e~, g2 = el} since on the other boundary 
{gl = %, g2 = el + %} the same absolute minimum value will be attained; 
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(b) from Theorem 1, if there exists a s.r.m., denoted by a super- 
script ~, then ~fl = ga = ½ and ex = e~- Finally, observe that the boundaries 
e~ = 0 have already been considered in 1. 
I f  e z~ e x = e2 and gl = gs = {t, then 
and 
3 3 
g=l t-~l 
Hence, in this ease, C ---- 2 --  2P 0 - -  P i  + Pa > ~. 
The boundary {e 1 = g~, e 2 Jc e~ = gl} will now be considered. On this 
boundary eI ----- e 8 ---- 0, e 2 ---- e~. From Eq. (10), 
C(e i , e~, e3,0, e~, 0) ---- 2 - -  12eie2e n - -  3(ei~ea + e~e8 d- e~2ei) 
3 
+ ~ e~ s + 4e~2ea - - 3e~e~ + e~e~ 2. (27) 
Since the boundaries e~ = 0 have already been considered in (i), from 
Theorem 1, it is only necessary to consider the s.r.m, of (27). A necessary 
condition for the s.r.m, of (27) is 
0C 
&~ =h;  i=1 ,2 ,3 .  
However, 8(a) h = ~ ~=10C/Oe~ = e*Ae, where (e)~ ----- e~ and 
A = I/3 --4/3 ; 
--4/3 1/3J 
3 and (b) C(e~, e~, es, 0, e~, 0) = 2 + ½ ~=x e~ 8C/8e~ = 2 + t/3. 
(b) A > - -2  =~ C > 4/3. It  will be shown that A = e~Ae 2> --2.  Aga~ 
sufficient to show that at the stationary points, g, ~Ag > --2. Hc 
since A is invertible there is an unique stationary point, 3 ~ -_= ( i /PA-Z 
and therefore, 
I 121 
= = _ 6-2- > -2 .  
The  superscript t denotes the transpose of a vector. 
a We denote the unit vector, all elements of which are unity, by 1. 
(28  
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Say f2 = 0. As was done in (ii), an expression for C(f~ -- 0) with (iii) 
a natural symmetry is first obtained: 
C( f  2 = 0) = 2 --  12ete2e a - -  5e2(elf a + e3fl )
+ el 2 + ea ~ + e~(fl 2+.f32). (29) 
The constraints are 
e ,>~0;  Ee i= 1; E f t= l ;  and e1<~fz~e l -q -e2 .  (30) 
C(f~ = O) is invariant under the following permutation of subscripts: 
(1, 2, 3) --~ (3, 2, 1). Consequently, 
(a) of the two boundaries implies by (30) it is necessary to consider 
only one of the boundaries, for instance, {fa = el @ ee, f l  = e3}" However, 
on this boundary, gz = 0 and this case has already been considered in (ii). 
(b) By Theorem 1, if there exists a s.r.m, which we denote by the ~ 
superscript, i 1 = iz, f l  = f3 = -21-. Finally, since the ei = 0 boundaries have 
already been considered in (a), we need only consider the s.r.m, if one exists. 
At this stage there exist a number of possible ways of proceeding but probably 
the most straightforward is simply to obtain the stationary value of 
e zx el = e~ which is now the only variable in (29). It is a simple matter to 
verify that the stationary value of e is 1/x/l-2 and that for this value of e, 
C > 4/3. Lemma 4 having been proved, the proof of the main result of the 
paper given below as a theorem is concluded. 
THEOREM 2. The minimum value of the expected number of excess pokes 
is 4/3 and this value is obtained if and only if, for any a, 0 < ~ <~ 1/3, 
P123 = P~I = P~12 = 
and 
PlZZ = P21a = Pazl = 1/3 - -  a. 
COROLLARY. C >~ ~; C = { iff e i --.fi : gi = {, i = i, 2, 3. 
APPENDIX 1: DERIVATIONS O1~ THE BASIC EXPRESSIONS 
1. Po: 
The event [excess pokes = 0] occurs iff the first elements of the collection 
of three codes are distinct; there are six mutually exclusive ways in which this 
occurs and the probability of each is eleze a. Hence P0 = 6eleze3 •
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2. P I :  
P1 ---- Pr(excess pokes ---- l} 
= ~ Pr(excess pokes = 1 [ 1st code = i,j, k}Pr{lst code -~ i,j, k}. 
i , j ,~ 
Consider a typical term of the above expression: 
Pr{excess pokes = 1 t 1st code = l, 2, 3} Pr{lst code = l, 2, 3}, 
Pr{lst code ---- l, 2, 3} = Plea. 
The event (excess pokes = 1 ] 1st code = 1, 2, 3} may be decomposed into 
certain mutually exclusive events which is best represented in the symbolic 
diagram given below. The paths correspond to the mutually exclusive vents. 
1st code ] 2nd code 3rd.code 
[ 13 2 
12 3 
12 ~ 13 
~ 2 ~ 23 
The third digit of codes is not written since it is redundant. I f  only one digit 
occurs, say 1, under the column 2nd code we refer to the event {lst digit of 
2nd code = 1}, the probability of which, incidentally, is e 1 . Hence, 
Pr{excess pokes = 1 I 1st code = 1, 2, 3} =plz2e2 + p12aez + e2(P~3~ + P~31) 
+ e3(pl~a + Pa21) 
= pla2e2 + p12ae3 + e2f ~ + eJ~. 
Collecting all the terms yields 
P1 = 3[el%f3 + e2e3fl + e3elf2]. 
3. Pa : 
Pz = Pr{excess pokes = 3} 
= ~ Pr{excess pokes = 3 ] 1st code = i , j, k} • Pr{lst code = i,j, k}. 
i,j,lc 
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Consider the decomposition of the event {excess pokes = 3] 1st 
1,2, 3}. 
1st code 2nd code 3rd code 
I 
12 ~ 1 2  
I 
code= 
Hence, 
Pr{excess pokes = 3 ] 1st code = 1, 2, 3} = P123(Pl~z %- P213) 
-I t- P:t32(P132 %- P31~) 
= Pl~3g3 %- P13~g2" 
Collecting all terms yields 
P3 = el[p123g3 -b P132g2] %- e2[Pei3g3 -1- P~lgl] 
+ es[Pa12g~ -b Pu21g1]. 
To  obtain the expression for C in terms of {`,i} and {e~} the]following relations 
are used: 
C = 2 - -  2Po- -  P I  + P3 ; 
P132 = e, - -  `,l , P213 = e~ - `,3 , Pa21= e3 - ~3 ; 
f l  = e2 - '~3 + `,3,  f2  = e3 - -  "3 + `,1,  fa  = e l  - `,1 + `,3 ; 
gl = e3 - -  `,3 %- ` ,3, g2 --= el - -  (rl %- ` ,3, ga = e2 - -  (r2 + `,1" 
The final expression for C is 
C(el ,  e3, e3, ` ,1, ` ,3, or3) = 2 - -  12ele2e3 --  3(elSe3 + e22e3 %- e32el) 
3 
+ ~ e~ 3 + 2 cr~(2e~) 
i=1 
%- ` ,1[--2el ~+ 4ele2 - -  3ele 3 %- e~ 2] 
%- ~[--2e~ 2 %- 4e2e a --  3e~el %- ea 2] 
%- ` ,3172e32 %- 4e3el - -  3eae ~ %- el =] 
- `,1`,~(el + e~) - ` ,~,(e~ + ~)  - `,,`,~(e3 + el). 
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APPENDIX 2: C = ~ + ¢(A) + ~(A) 
The main steps leading to the derivation of an expression for 
C(t1+~,  ~ ~+~,1  ~+½,  ~, 0.2, 0.3) 
3 when ~i=~ i = 0 are summarized below: 
4 3 4 
12ele2e a = 12A1).2A 3 @ 4(A1A2 + A2A3 + t3tl) + -~ ~ )~ + 
3 4 
= 12A1A2A 3 -- 2 ~ ~i 2 -~- ~,  
i=1 
3(e12e2 -~- e~Ze3 -}- e32el) = 3(A12A~ + 15213 + ;~3~A1) -~ 2(Al12 -t- ;~3 -t- A3A1) 
3 3 1 
i=1 /=1 
= 3(~2~. + )~% + ~A~) + ~-, 
3 a a l 
Z e?= Z ~?+Z ~2+~, 
i=1 i=1 i=1 
Z 0.?(2e0 = 0.?(2~) + 5 0.?' 
i=1 i=1 i=1 
0.1[--2el ~ + 4ele~ - -  3ele3 + e. "] = ~[--2~12 + 41112 --  3Zlt~ + t22] + 3~t~.  
Collecting terms yields 
C(~1 _~ 1__ ~ 1 3' 2 _~ g' 33 ~_ 1 O'1 ' 0.2 , O-3) = 4 @ ~(~i , 0.~) + V(A¢, (r~), (A2-1) 
where 
and 
¢(~l ,  ffi) = C(~1, ~2, ~3, if1, if2, if3) - -  2 (A2-2) 
~(zi, 0.3 = 3 ~? + ~ 0.i 2 + 3(32~1 + A30.~ + ~1~3) 
i= l  i=1 
- ~(0.10.~ + ~20.. + %~1). (A2-3) 
~(~i, (Yi) and ~(;~i, ffi) are homogeneous polynomials of degree 3 and 2, 
respectively. 
Remark. It may be verified that 
1 f 0C (hi, ~,:). V(ai ,  ffi) = ~ ~/  
i=1 
643[z3[3-z 
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APPENDIX 3 
3 It is asserted that, for all h = (hi, h~ ,..., hs) such that ~i=1 hi = 0, 
~(h) ~> 0 
=0 iff h i=0,  i---- 1,2,...,5, 
where ~o(h) is obtained from equation (A2.3)by letting ~r I = 0 and h 4 & a2, 
1~5 ~ lY3 • 
From (A2-3), 
l i  0 0 0 
060  0 
2r(h) = (hlh2hah,h5) 0 0 6 3 
0 3 4/3 
0 0 --2/3 
Now ,~1 = -- (,~2 + ha), 
12 6 
6 12 
2~o(--h2 -- ha, h2, ha, h4, hs) : (h2hah4h5) 0 3 
--3 --3 
3r(1 ) 
h3 . 
--2/3 h 4 
4/31 h5 
30  1( )3
4/3 --2/3 t4 " 
--2/3 4/31 h5 
The above matrix is positive definite since the sequence of four leading 
principal minors are positive. This proves the assertion. 
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